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Abstract

Practical indicators are derived to compare radiative and conductive fluxes
and the coupling effects of conduction, convection and radiation in turbu-
lent gaseous boundary layers. A first criterion controlling the weight of wall
radiative flux compared to wall conductive flux is introduced to assess the
necessity of performing radiation simulation under given flow conditions. A
second criterion based on the variation of the non-dimensional temperature
due to radiation (scaled in wall units) is also developed to predict whether a
wall model accounting for radiation is required when coupling effects become
significant. These criteria are built from turbulent channel gaseous flow field
simulations for many typical conditions, based on a k-ε model, a given turbu-
lent Prandtl number expression and a spectal ck model for radiation. They
have been validated from the comparison with corresponding fully-coupled
results where turbulent fields are solved numerically with direct numerical
simulations and where the radiative energy transfer is solved with a Monte
Carlo approach.

The obtained criterion results are then presented and thoroughly analyzed
on a large set of conditions, which would not have been feasible with direct
numerical simulations or large-eddy simulations. The influence of system size,
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Reynolds number, wall emissivity and pressure is synthesized in 2D contour
plots of interest for engineers and researchers to assess the magnitude of
radiation effects in wall bounded flows.

Keywords: Gas radiation, turbulent boundary layers, wall models

1. Introduction

In industrial systems such as those involving combustion, the wall heat
flux due to hot burnt gases is a key quantity which is even more critical
as the considered temperature and pressure increase. In such conditions,
both conductive and radiative wall fluxes, and possibly the coupling effects
between the different heat transfer mechanisms must be accounted for. An
accurate determination of the wall heat flux field is therefore a priori based
on a simulation of coupled heat conduction, convection and thermal radia-
tion. Such an approach requires to solve the radiative transfer equation along
with accurate radiative properties of burnt gases. This simulation that would
capture radiation effects and their coupled effects with other heat transfer
mechanisms significantly increases the computational time. From a practical
point of view, it is interesting to estimate beforehand these effects in order to
determine whether such coupled simulations are necessary. This is the objec-
tive of the present study which focuses on the reciprocal couplings between
conduction, convection and radiation in turbulent gaseous boundary layers.

The channel flow configuration is a canonical case of great interest to
study turbulent boundary layers in internal flows. The effects of radiation
have then been investigated in such a configuration in several studies with
different levels of description of the turbulent flow field and radiation in the
participating medium. Soufiani et al. [1] have studied such effects with
RANS simulations combined with radiation computed from the statistical
narrow-band model (SNB). In addition to the resulting supplemental wall
radiative flux, it has been observed that radiation also affects the wall con-
ductive flux because of the modified temperature profile. With the increase of
computational resources, more accurate methods have been used to describe
turbulent flows. Amaya et al. [2] have reported results from a direct numer-
ical simulation of turbulence (DNS) coupled to a discrete ordinate method
to solve radiative energy transfer with a global spectral model [3]. For the
investigated case, the effect of radiation in the thermal boundary layer is
weak. Gupta et al. [4] have carried out large-eddy simulation (LES) of a
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turbulent channel flow and have solved the radiative transfer equation with
a spherical harmonics (P1) method and a grey gas model. They have showed
that depending on the medium optical thickness, the temperature profile in
the turbulent channel flow can be modified by radiation. Supersonic channel
flows with radiation have been investigated in Ref.[5] where radiative prop-
erties have been described with a fictitious grey gas and a CK model [6].
Mixed convection in a horizontal channel has been studied by Sakurai et al.
[7] by considering radiation under the optically thin limit.

In order to analyse simulation results as accurate as possible, Zhang et
al. [8] have carried out direct numerical simulations of turbulent channel
flows coupled with an accurate gas radiation model, based on a reciprocal
Monte-Carlo method [9] and a ck model of radiative properties [10, 11] whose
coefficients have been determined from line-by-line calculations. This exten-
sive study has covered several parameter variation ranges: wall temperature,
pressure, wall emissivity, Reynolds number. Under some conditions, the
wall radiative flux, which depends on the turbulent and mean temperature
fields, is not negligible. Moreover, thermal radiation can also significantly
modify the temperature turbulent field, its mean profile and then the wall
conductive flux [8, 12]. The analysis of these reciprocal coupling effects have
highlighted the role of radiative transfer. Gas-gas radiative interactions tend
to homogenize the temperature field. The resulting steepening of the mean
temperature profile close to the wall increases the wall conductive flux. On
the other hand, gas-wall radiative interactions have the opposite effect. Such
results have a strong impact on wall modeling in RANS and large-eddy simu-
lations since classical wall laws are not valid anymore. A specific wall model
has successfully been derived and validated [13] to deal with these radiation
effects. While considered for LES, the same model can be implemented in
RANS computations.

In summary, radiation effects in turbulent boundary layers result in an
additional wall radiative flux and a possible modification of the universal
temperature profile known as the law-of-the-wall. Accounting for the latter
effect requires a specific wall model. For both effects, it is useful to build cost-
less indicators to know whether it is necessary to account for radiation and
to use a specific wall model. This is the objective of the present study which
considers two indicators computed from one-dimensional mean temperature
profiles. These profiles are determined from 1D RANS computations with-
out being coupled to the resolution of the radiative transfer equation. The
first indicator compares the wall radiative flux to the wall conductive flux
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in order to determine whether a radiation simulation should be carried out.
The second indicator assesses the necessity of a wall-model to account for
the modification of the temperature law-of-the-wall due to radiation effects.
Both indicators are defined in Sec. 2. Their determination from simulations
without radiation is assessed on the database of direct numerical simulations
of channel flows carried out by Zhang et al. [8] carried out with and with-
out radiation. The practical computation of the indicators is then based on
1D RANS equations which are detailed in Sec. 3. Finally, the computed
indicators are shown and analyzed for a wide variations of parameters (chan-
nel width, Reynolds number, wall emissivity, pressure) that are assembled
in two-dimensional maps allowing to identify the magnitude and nature of
radiation effects in various conditions.

2. Indicators for radiation effects in turbulent boundary layers

Since computing the radiation field is generally very expensive in com-
putational ressources, it is interesting to predict the importance of radiation
before performing an accurate simulation. In this section, several criteria
are proposed in order to determine whether it is necessary to simulate the
radiation field and further, to predict if the wall model proposed in Ref. [13]
is required under the studied flow conditions.

2.1. Indicator quantifying the wall radiative flux

The averaged wall heat flux is the sum of the averaged wall conductive
heat flux qcdw and radiative flux qRw . The latter flux can be written as

qRw = qRwg + qRww, (1)

where qRww is the averaged flux exchanged between the walls through the whole
gaseous medium, which does not participate to the fluid energy balance and
is zero if the walls are at the same temperature; qRwg is the averaged wall
flux due to the radiative exchange between the walls and the gas. It is worth
noticing that qcdw is a priori strongly coupled to radiation and reciprocally qRw ,
qRwg and qRww are strongly coupled to conduction and convection. By omitting
the passive wall-wall radiation contribution, the importance of averaged wall
radiative flux compared to the conductive one is evaluated with the following
criterion

I =
qRwg

qcdw
. (2)
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ReDh
Tw,c [K] Tw,h [K] p [atm] εw

C1R1 23400 950 1150 40.0 0.8

C2R1 23400 950 1150 1.0 0.8

C2R2 23400 950 1150 1.0 0.3

C2R3 23400 950 1150 1.0 0.1

C3R1 23400 950 2050 40.0 0.8

C4R1 47000 950 1150 40.0 0.8

Table 1: Channel flow parameters from DNS simulations in Ref. [8].

This comparative quantity of wall heat transfer mechanisms is similar to
the conduction-to-radiation parameter introduced in numerous studies [14].
Here, the exact wall conductive flux is considered along with the wall radia-
tive flux only emitted by the gas. The exact averaged wall quantities qRwg
and qcdw that define this indicator require the knowledge of all coupled fields.
Radiation modifies the instantaneous and mean temperature fields that de-
termine both qcdw . Reciprocally, the turbulent temperature field modifies the
mean and instantaneous radiation fields and then qRwg. These phenomena
are known as turbulence-radiation interaction [15]. Without any models,
the determination of the indicator I requires the knowledge of the coupled
time-varying and 3D temperature field.

However, since the objective of the criterion is to predict the importance
of radiative flux before carrying out a real coupled radiation/flow field sim-
ulation, the quantities qRwg and qcdw are not available. Another criterion can
therefore be defined from simple approximations: the averaged uncoupled
wall-gas radiative flux qRwg |nc and wall conductive flux qcdw |nc are determined

from the mean temperature field T obtained without accounting for radia-
tion. This approximated criterion is then written as

Ĩ =
qRwg |nc
qcdw |nc

. (3)

The two indicators I and Ĩ are compared for the channel flow cases inves-
tigated in Ref. [8] with coupled direct numerical simulations. The considered
channel flow configurations are given in Tab. 1. The Reynolds number ReDh

is defined from the channel bulk velocity and hydraulic diameter. The mix-
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ture composition is uniform with the CO2, H2O and N2 molar fractions of
0.116, 0.155 and 0.729, respectively. The considered mixture flows between
two plane walls: one at a cold temperature Tw,c and the other at a hot
temperature Tw,h, which enables to study two different boundary layers at
the same time in a given simulation. The wall emissivity is denoted by εw.
The case CnRm designates a specific flow configuration Cn (wall tempera-
ture, pressure, Reynolds number) associated to a specific setup Rm for the
wall emissivity. In Ref. [8], pressure effects have been studied by compar-
ing cases C1R1 (40 atm) and C2R1 (1 atm). Cases C2R1, C2R2, C2R3 are
distinguished by the considered wall emissivity. Finally, temperature and
Reynolds effects have been investigated by comparing the case C1R1 with
cases C3R1 and C4R1, respectively. The DNS data whose analysis has been
summarized in the introduction provide reference results for different con-
ditions (wall temperature, pressure, wall emissivity, Reynolds number) to

assess the relevancy of the uncoupled indicator Ĩ. Results are presented in
Fig. 1 where each symbol corresponds to one side (cold or hot wall) of the
computed channel flow in a different case. The indicator I is computed from
the coupled DNS results while the indicator Ĩ is computed from DNS results
without radiation. The dashed line added in the figure would correspond to
both indicators being identical. Figure 1 shows that, for all cases, values of
the two criteria are highly correlated. The indicator Ĩ can then be used to
roughly predict the contribution of the averaged wall radiative flux to the
total wall heat flux instead of I.

2.2. Indicator quantifying the validity of the temperature law-of-the-wall

Under some conditions, radiation strongly modifies the temperature law-
of-the-wall in a turbulent boundary layer. An accurate determination of the

relative variation of the scaled mean temperature profile, T
+−T+|nc

T
+|nc

, within the

boundary layer due to the coupling with radiation, has first been accurately
achieved in typical cases by a turbulence DNS coupled to a radiation Monte

Carlo model in Ref. [8]. In the previous ratio, the fields T
+

and T
+ |nc are

issued from coupled and non coupled calculations, respectively.
As such a detailed approach is not suitable in common cases, a practical

indicator, based on an approximated expression of T
+−T+|nc

T
+|nc

, will be intro-

duced in this Section to assess the necessity of a specific wall model [13] to
account for a possible coupling with radiation. It is based on an approximated
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Figure 1: Comparison of indicators quantifying the wall radiative flux: the I indicator
given by Eq. (2) based on coupled results and the approximating indicator Ĩ indicator
given by Eq. (3). Symbols correspond to results (for both cold and hot sides) of coupled
direct numerical simulations in different channel flow conditions denoted by C1R1, C2R1,
C3R1, C4R1, C2R2 and C2R3 (see Ref. [8]). The dashed line denotes the identity line.

model of the boundary layer, more precisely of its inner region, introduced
in Sec. 2.2.1.

2.2.1. Coupled boundary layer model

In the inner region of the boundary layer, such that the wall distance
y is small compared to the channel half-width δ (y ≤ 0.1δ), the mean bal-
ance equation of energy is determined by the following expression [16, 17] by
omitting viscous heating and unsteadiness:

d

dy

(
λ

dT

dy
+ λt

dT

dy

)
+ PR = 0, (4)

where all quantities are issued from coupled fields. PR = −∂qRj
∂xj

is the ra-

diative power per unit volume, λ and λt are the molecular and turbulent
thermal conductivity, respectively. After neglecting the effects of properties
fluctuations [18, 19] and introducing the molecular and turbulent Prandtl
number, Pr and Prt respectively, the energy equation is written as

d

dy

[
cp

(
µ

Pr
+

µt
Prt

)
dT

dy

]
+ PR = 0, (5)
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where µ and cp are the dynamic viscosity and the thermal capacity at con-
stant pressure. The fluid mass density is denoted by ρ. µt is the turbulent
viscosity.

Even without radiation, the variations of mean properties (cp, ρ, µ) affect

the normalized mean temperature profile T
+

when using a classical wall
scaling based on wall quantities cpw, ρw and µw. In order to correct these
effects, a semi-local scaling [12, 19, 20] is here retained. Non-dimensional
turbulent viscosity µ+

t = µt/µ, non-dimensional distance y+, based on the

wall distance y, and the non-dimensional temperature T
+

are then defined
based on the local value of the fluid properties, i.e.

y+ =
ρ y uτ
µ

, T
+

=
|T − Tw|

Tτ
, (6)

where Tτ is the semi-local friction temperature which is defined by

Tτ =
|qcdw |
ρ cp uτ

, uτ =

(
τw
ρ

)1/2

, (7)

τw is the wall shear stress and uτ the semi-local friction velocity.
After integration and normalization, Eq. (5) then becomes(

1

Pr
+
µ+
t

Prt

)
dT

+

dy+
= 1− δqR

qcdw
, (8)

where δqR is the variation of the averaged coupled radiative flux qR(y) be-
tween y+ and a wall (y+ = 0) given by

δqR(y+) = −
∫ y

0

PR(y′)dy′ (9)

= qR(y+)− qRw (10)

Note that, when the effects of coupling with radiation are neglected, Eq. (8)
turns into (

1

Pr
+
µ+
t |nc

Prt |nc

)
dT

+ |nc
dy+

= 1, (11)

which yields the classical temperature law-of-the-wall in the inner layer, in-

volving uncoupled quantities (µ+
t |nc , Prt |nc and T

+ |nc ).
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If the change of µ+
t /Prt due to radiation is neglected (although it can be

significant [12]), an approximation of the coupled temperature field T
+ |app

is determined by solving(
1

Pr
+
µ+
t |nc

Prt |nc

)
dT

+ |app
dy+

= 1− δqR(y+)

qcdw
, (12)

The difference of wall-scaled temperatures between models without and with

radiation can then be approximated by T
+ |nc −T

+ |app given by Eq. (8) and
Eq. (12), as (

1

Pr
+
µ+
t |nc

Prt |nc

)
d

dy+

(
T

+ |nc − T
+ |app

)
≈ δqR(y+)

qcdw
(13)

The relative change of the wall-scaled temperature profile due to radiation is
then approximated by integration of Eq. (13), i.e., as the wall temperature
is fixed,

T
+ |nc − T

+ |app
T

+ |nc
(y+) ≈ 1

T
+ |nc (y+)

∫ y+

0

1

1
Pr

+
µ+t |nc

Prt|nc

δqR(y′+)

qcdw
dy′+. (14)

The position y = 0.1δ (limit of the inner layer in an equilibrium turbulent
boundary layer without radiation) is here chosen to quantify the importance
of this change and the second criterion J is defined as

J =
1

T
+ |nc (0.1δ+)

∫ 0.1δ+

0

1

1
Pr

+
µ+t |nc

Prt|nc

δqR(y′+)

qcdw
dy′+. (15)

For the channel flow cases of Ref. [8], the approximated values given by
the previous indicator J in Eq. (15) are compared in Fig. 2 with the exact

relative difference T
+|nc−T+
T

+|nc

∣∣∣
y=0.1δ

, issued from DNS results of Ref. [8] with or

without coupling to the Monte Carlo approach for radiation. The two types
of results are close.

2.2.2. Practical indicator for the coupling effects on the temperature law-of-
the-wall

As results accounting for coupling with radiation (i.e. δqR(y+) and qcdw )
are generally not available, a practical crude indicator based only on fields
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Figure 2: Comparison of indicators determining the validity of the classical temperature

law-of-the wall which is quantified by the relative difference T
+|nc−T+

T
+|nc

∣∣∣
y=0.1δ

. Symbols

correspond to results (for both cold and hot sides) of coupled direct numerical simulations
in different channel flow conditions denoted by C1R1, C2R1, C3R1, C4R1, C2R2 and
C2R3 (see Ref. [8]). White symbols: results with the approximating J indicator given by
Eq. (15) partially based on coupled results. Gray symbols: results with the approximating

J̃ indicator given by Eq. (16) based on uncoupled results. The dashed line denotes the
identity line.
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which are not coupled with radiation is therefore introduced, as done similarly
in Sec. 2.1:

J̃ =
1

T
+ |nc (0.1δ+)

∫ 0.1δ+

0

1

1
Pr

+
µ+t |nc

Prt|nc

δqR |nc (y′+)

qcdw |nc
dy′+. (16)

where the radiative flux variation δqR |nc (y+) between the position y+ and
the wall is calculated from the mean temperature field of the model without
radiation.

The results associated with this practical indicator are also plotted in
Fig. 2. Although the agreement between the results associated with J̃ and

with T
+|nc−T

+

T
+|nc

∣∣∣
y=0.1δ

determined by the DNS-Monte Carlo approach is poorer

than in the case of J , the trends are correct: a higher indicator value im-

plies a larger change of T
+

due to the coupling with radiation. Hence, the
criterion J̃ based only on an uncoupled model, can be used for determining
if a complete coupled approach has to be undertaken.

3. Numerical model for uncoupled flow field

A parametric study in channel flows, based on the two previous practical
criteria, is carried out in Sec. 4 to identify conditions where radiative energy
transfer or associated coupling effects cannot be neglected. The evaluation of
both criteria is done from a 1D mean temperature profile whose determina-
tion is detailed in this section. Radiation is not accounted for, yielding a low
computational cost of the indicators. The computation of the temperature
profile relies on an empirical expression of the turbulent Prandtl number and
a turbulent viscosity µt determined from the mean velocity field.

3.1. Equations for the mean velocity field

The mean velocity field is simulated by the k-ε model from Ref. [21],
where k is the turbulent kinetic energy and ε is the turbulent kinetic energy
dissipation. The corresponding following equations are numerically solved
from a second-order finite volume scheme [22] and a Thomas algorithm ap-
plied to the linearized system, which is repeated until convergence, i.e.

d

dy

[
(µ+ µt)

du

dy

]
+ Su = 0, (17)
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d

dy

[(
µ+

µt
σk

)
dk

dy

]
+ µt

(
du

dy

)2

− ρε = 0, (18)

d

dy

[(
µ+

µt
σε

)
dε

dy

]
+ Cε1

ε

k
µt

(
du

dy

)2

− Cε2fε
ρε2

k
= 0, (19)

where Su is the momentum source term, which acts as a pressure gradient
term, and drives the flow to a target Reynolds number RetDh

based on the flow
bulk velocity and the hydraulic diameter Dh. k is the turbulent kinetic energy
and ε is the turbulent kinetic energy dissipation. The turbulent viscosity µt
is computed as

µt = Cµfµ
ρk2

ε
(20)

with

fµ =
[
1− exp

(
−y∗

14

)]2{
1 +

5

Re
3/4
t

exp

[
−
(

Ret
200

)2
]}

, (21)

y∗ =
ρ uε y

µ
with uε = (νε)1/4, (22)

Ret =
ρk2

µε
. (23)

The model function fε is given by

fε =
[
1− exp

(
− y∗

3.1

)]2{
1− 0.3 exp

[
−
(

Ret
6.5

)2
]}

(24)

while the model constants are as follow: Cµ = 0.09, σk = 1.4, σε = 1.4, Cε1 =
1.5, Cε2 = 1.9. The wall boundary conditions for Eq. (17), (18) and (19) are:
uw = 0.0, kw = 0.0, εw = 2 νw(∂k1/2/∂y)2w.

3.2. Equations for the mean temperature field

The temperature field is then calculated by solving the energy equation:

d

dy

[
cp

(
µ

Pr
+

µt
Prt

)
dT

dy

]
+ ST = 0 (25)

where the turbulent Prandtl number Prt is modeled as [23]

Prt =
1

0.5882 + 0.228(µt/µ)− 0.0441(µt/µ)2(1− exp(−5.165
µt/µ

))
. (26)
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Figure 3: RANS profiles (plain line) determined from model equations in Secs. 3.1-3.2
of velocity (a) and temperature (b) compared to the DNS results (symbols) by Kim and
Moin [24].

and the prescribed wall temperatures are used as boundary conditions. For
cases with identical wall temperatures, a source term ST is added in Eq. (25)

in order to impose a target central temperature value T
t

c.
Once the temperature field T is obtained, the corresponding radiative

field associated with diffuse wall emissivity values is determined. The flux

qR
∣∣∣
nc

(y) is computed semi-analytically in the whole channel by using integro-

exponential functions [13, 14] and by adding the contributions of each narrow
band of the ck model.

3.3. Validation of flow field

The channel flow case of Refs. [24, 25] is computed from equations of
Secs. 3.1-3.2. The results for the corresponding mean velocity u and temper-
ature T are compared in Fig. 3. The temperature acts as a passive scalar and
only the results with Pr=0.71 are shown. Both the velocity and temperature
profiles are predicted with a good agreement compared to the corresponding
DNS results. This enables to validate a the correct implementation of the
numerical strategy.
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(a) (b)

Figure 4: Contour plots of the Ĩ (a) and J̃ (b) indicators as functions of the Reynolds
number ReDh

and the channel hydraulic diameter Dh. The pressure is set to 40 atm and
the walls emissivity to 0.8.

4. Typical results of the indicators’ computation

The previous numerical approach has been used to simulate many channel
flows for large ranges of hydraulic diameters of channel Dh, pressure, wall
emissivity and Reynolds number (based on Dh and the bulk velocity).

In all the cases, the wall temperatures and center line temperature are
set to typical values in combustors, i.e., 800K and 1800K respectively. The
participating medium is a non-reacting CO2-H2O-N2 gas mixture, previously
used in Ref. [8], of molar fractions xCO2 = 0.116, xH2O = 0.155 and xN2 =
0.729. The dynamic viscosity µ is computed as a function of temperature
from the CHEMKIN package [26, 27] for the chosen mixture composition.
The thermal conductivity λ is computed from the imposed Prandtl number
value Pr= 0.71. The results associated with the two indicators Ĩ and J̃ ,
defined by Eqs. (3) and (16) respectively, are presented and analyzed in this
section.

4.1. Radiation effects at high pressure

The pressure is first set to 40 atm in order to have a relatively optically
thick medium and the wall emissivity to 0.8.

The criterion Ĩ values are plotted as a function of the channel hydraulic
diameter Dh and the Reynolds number ReDh

in Fig. 4 (a). The criterion
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(a) (b)

Figure 5: Contour plots of the Ĩ (a) and J̃ (b) indicators as functions of the Reynolds
number ReDh

and the walls emissivity. The pressure is set to 40 atm and the channel
hydraulic diameter Dh to 0.4 m.

threshold value where one must consider a radiation computation is arbi-
trarily chosen equal to 0.2 to simplify the discussion. It corresponds to a
radiative flux equal to 20% of the conductive flux.

As expected in such a high-pressure case, the region where a radiation
simulation is needed covers the main part of the domain (grey zone in the

figure where Ĩ ≥ 0.2). On the one hand, for a given Reynolds number, the
importance of wall radiative flux increases with the channel hydraulic diame-
ter of the channel, due to an increased optical thickness. On the other hand,
the weight of wall radiative flux becomes less important at higher Reynolds
number as the wall conductive flux increases with Reynolds number.

The criterion J̃ values are plotted as a function of ReDh
and Dh in the

same conditions in Fig. 4 (b). A criterion threshold value of 0.2 similarly

characterizes non-negligible radiation effects on the law-of-the-wall T
+

(y+):
A specific coupled wall model has then to be accounted for. The grey region,
such that J̃ ≥ 0.2, is smaller than the grey one associated with Ĩ: In some
region, although the wall radiative flux is important, the radiation effect is

not strong enough to influence T
+

profiles near the wall.
The magnitude of the J̃ -indicator value increases with Dh as the optical

thickness becomes larger. The dependency of J̃ with the Reynolds number
is more complex. Two aspects have been enlightened in Ref. [8] regarding
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the influence of the Reynolds number ReDh
on the wall-scaled temperature.

First, while ReDh
increases, the weight of turbulent convective heat trans-

fer increases: radiation effect is then relatively less important. Consequently,

the T
+

profile gets closer to the classical law-of-the-wall, and the absolute
value of J̃ decreases.

On the other hand, the balance between gas-gas and gas-wall radiative
contributions modifies the impact of radiation on the system. As the tem-
perature gradient in the vicinity of the channel walls increases with Reynolds
number, the difference between a fluid point and the wall temperatures in-
creases with ReDh

; On the contrary, the difference between the same point
temperature and the gas bulk temperature decreases. Consequently, the
weight of gas-gas radiation is reduced while the gas-wall radiation effect is
enhanced. Moreover, as discussed in Ref. [8], gas-gas radiation decreases the

T
+

value and yields a positive J̃ value whereas gas-wall radiation has an
opposite effect. Therefore, as Reynolds number increases, the value of the J̃
criterion is expected to decrease and to even become negative when gas-wall
radiation dominates over gas-gas radiation. The latter effect (J̃ < 0), that
has been anticipated from DNS studies but could not be observed due to the
computational limitations associated with high Reynolds numbers, is clearly
shown in the top-right corner of Fig. 4 (b). For smaller Reynolds number

values, gas-gas radiation is dominant and a positive value of J̃ is obtained.
Both of the two aforementioned aspects tend to decrease the criterion value
when Reynolds number increases.

The influences of the Reynolds number ReDh
and wall emissivity on the

two indicators Ĩ and J̃ , for a pressure of 40 atm and a channel hydraulic
diameter Dh of 0.4 m, are shown in Fig. 5. As expected, the radiative flux,
and hence the Ĩ indicator, increases with the wall emissivity. On the other

hand, the effects of the wall emissivity on the T
+

profile is again understood
through its impact on the balance between gas-gas and gas-wall radiation: as
the wall emissivity increases, gas-wall radiation is enhanced and the weight
of gas-gas radiation decreases. Consequently, the value of the indicator J̃
decreases with the wall emissivity from a high positive value to a possible
negative value, reached for a high Reynolds number.

The maximum effects of radiation on each indicator are not located in the
same region of Figs. 4 and 5. The maximum value of Ĩ appears in the top-
left corner (small ReDh

, high wall emissivity) while the maximum value of J̃
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(a) (b)

Figure 6: Contour plots of the Ĩ (a) and J̃ (b) indicators as function of the walls emissivity
and the channel hydraulic diameter Dh. The pressure is set to 40 atm and ReDh

=48, 000).

is in the bottom-left corner (small ReDh
, small wall emissivity). Therefore,

maximizing the wall radiative flux does not necessarily imply a maximum ef-
fect on the mean temperature profile. Indeed, the modification of the scaled

temperature profile T
+

defined in Eq. 6 is mainly due to the wall conduc-
tive flux which, as previously shown [8], decreases with gas-wall radiation
and increases with gas-gas radiation. Hence, the wall emissivity has opposite
effects on the wall conductive and radiative fluxes: wall conductive flux de-
creases with wall emissivity whereas the wall radiative flux, on the contrary,
increases. When both fluxes have the same order of magnitude, a careful
consideration of radiative effects is consequently needed for determining the
impact of wall emissivity on the total heat flux.

The influences of the channel hydraulic diameter Dh and the wall emis-
sivity on the two indicators Ĩ and J̃ , for a pressure of 40 atm and a Reynolds
number ReDh

value of 48,000, are shown in Fig. 6. As previously discussed,
both indicator values increase with Dh, while they show opposite trends with
the wall emissivity. Therefore, critical values appear in the top-right corner
for Ĩ and on the bottom-right corner for J̃ .
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(a) (b)

Figure 7: Contour plots of the Ĩ (a) and J̃ (b) indicators as functions of the practical
Reynolds number ReDh

and the channel hydraulic diameter Dh. The pressure is set to 1
atm and the walls emissivity to 0.8.

(a) (b)

Figure 8: Contour plots of the Ĩ (a) and J̃ (b) indicators as functions of the Reynolds
number ReDh

and the walls emissivity. The pressure is set to 1 atm and the channel
hydraulic diameter Dh to 0.4 m.
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(a) (b)

Figure 9: Contour plots of the Ĩ (a) and J̃ (b) indicators as functions of the walls emissivity
and the channel hydraulic diameter Dh. The pressure is set to 1 atm and ReDh

= 48, 000.

4.2. Radiation effects at atmospheric pressure

The indicators Ĩ and J̃ are plotted in Figs. 7, 8 and 9 for different flow
conditions under the same pressure of 1 atm. Observed trends are similar to
those corresponding to 40 atm although the indicator value magnitudes and
the sizes of the critical regions decrease as the optical thickness at 1 atm is
much smaller than at 40 atm, for a given data set. Unsurprisingly, smaller
radiation effects are then observed at 1 atm.

4.3. Influence of pressure on radiation effects

Since the gas absorption coefficients increases with pressure, stronger radi-
ation effects are achieved for the largest pressure values, as shown in Figs. 10,
11 and 12 where both indicators are plotted.

5. Conclusions

Two practical indicators have been proposed to characterize radiation
effects in turbulent gaseous boundary layers. The first one estimates the
weight of wall radiative flux compared to the wall conductive flux. It allows
to define (within a given accuracy) the conditions for which the wall radiative
flux cannot be neglected. The more advanced second indicator characterizes
the magnitude of coupling effects between conduction, turbulent convection
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(a) (b)

Figure 10: Contour plots of the Ĩ (a) and J̃ (b) indicators as functions of the Reynolds
number ReDh

and pressure. The channel hydraulic diameter Dh is set to 0.4 m and the
walls emissivity to 0.8.

(a) (b)

Figure 11: Contour plots of the Ĩ (a) and J̃ (b) indicators as functions of the walls
emissivity and pressure. The channel hydraulic diameter is set to 0.4 m and ReDh

=
48, 000.
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(a) (b)

Figure 12: Contour plots of the Ĩ (a) and J̃ (b) indicators as functions of the channel
hydraulic diameter Dh and pressure. The walls emissivity is 0.8 and ReDh

= 48, 000.

and radiation on the temperature law-of-the-wall within the gaseous bound-
ary layer. In such conditions, the near-wall mean temperature profile and
the wall conductive flux are modified. It is then necessary to implement a
specific turbulent wall model, as done in Ref. [12], to account for radiation
effects on the temperature law-of-the-wall in the near wall region.

Both practical indicators are based on mean flow velocity and temper-
ature fields issued from a fast simulation performed without radiation, i.e.
from the uncoupled solution of a set of 1D RANS equations. The fields of
radiative flux and power are then computed from the obtained mean profiles.
Consequently, turbulence-radiation interactions are not taken into account
in the simplified formulation of the indicators. Nonetheless, these indicators
have been validated by comparison with coupled DNS/Monte-Carlo results
which account for detailed reciprocal turbulence-radiation couplings. The
simplified indicators allow then to determine when a complete DNS-Monte
Carlo calculation is not necessary or has to be carried out for accounting for
all coupling effects, including reciprocal turbulence-radiation interactions, as
done in a previous publication [8].

All the results have been determined for a typical mixture of combustion
products within a plane channel, of which the spectral radiative properties
are accurately described by a ck method. Computed conditions are charac-
terized by four parameters: pressure, channel hydraulic diameter, associated
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Reynolds number and assumed grey wall emissivity. The large number of
performed computations allows a complete mapping of both indicators un-
der large ranges of parameter values, including high pressure and atmospheric
pressure.

The resulting observations have confirmed and generalized the conclu-
sions obtained from previously analyzed DNS data. When the medium opti-
cal thickness increases (when the pressure or system size increases), radiation
effect is enhanced and higher indicator values are obtained. When wall emis-
sivity is modified, the trends associated to the two criteria are opposite since
the wall radiative flux is mainly due to gas-wall radiation while a modification
of the wall-scaled temperature is generally dominated by gas-gas radiation.
Both practical indicators decrease with Reynolds number and a small neg-
ative value of the indicator for wall-scaled temperature is observed when
gas-wall radiation overcomes gas-gas radiation in flows characterized by high
Reynolds number.

Future works should be carried out to also derive an a priori estimation
of the reciprocal effects of turbulence-radiation fluctuations in order to quan-
tify this additional coupling effect in turbulent flows. The investigated condi-
tions typically in the range 800-2500K are typical of combustion applications.
At higher temperatures, if the gas remains in Local Thermal Equiliubrium
(LTE), the framework of the derived indicators still holds. In the case of a
gaseous medium in non-LTE conditions, a dedicated study has to be carried
out for analyzing the effects of radiation in such turbulent boundary layers.
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